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Abstract
English
When developing HTML5 applications for TV platforms, the TV platforms provide, in addition to standard 
HTML5 functionality, also extra APIs for TV-specific features. These extra APIs differ between TV 
platforms, and that is a problem when developing an application targeting several platforms. This thesis has 
examined if it is possible to design a framework which provides the developer with one API that works for 
many platforms by wrapping their platform-specific code. The answer is yes. With success, platform-specific
features including: TV remote control input, video, volume, Internet connection status, TV channel streams 
and EPG data have been harmonised under an API in a JavaScript library. Furthermore, a build system 
packages the code in the way the platforms expect. The framework eases the development of TV platform 
HTML5 applications. At the moment, the framework supports the Pace, PC and Samsung Smart TV 
platforms, but it can be extended with more TV platform back-ends.

Français*

Lorsque l’on développe des applications HTML5 pour des plateformes TV, les plateformes TV fournissent, 
en plus de la fonctionnalité standard d'HTML5, des APIs supplémentaires pour les particularités d'une TV. 
Ces APIs supplémentaires diffèrent entre les plateformes TV, et ceci cause un problème lors du 
développement d’une application pour plusieurs plateformes. Cette thèse a fait l’examen de la possibilité de 
concevoir un cadre d'applications qui fournit au concepteur une API qui peut servir à plusieurs plateformes, 
cachant le code spécifique de celles-ci. La réponse est oui. On a réussi à harmoniser : l’entrée de la 
télécommande, le lecteur vidéos, le volume, la connexion Internet, le flux TV et leurs données GPE, dans une
API qui réside dans une bibliothèque JavaScript. En outre, un système de compilation met le code d’une 
manière dont la plateforme peut comprendre. Le cadre d'applications facilite le développement d'applications
HTML5 des plateformes TV. Pour le moment, le cadre d'applications peut supporter la Pace, le PC et la 
plateforme de Samsung Smart TV, mais il peut également fonctionner avec d'autres plateformes TV.

Deutsch*

Wenn man HTML5-Anwendungen für TV-Plattformen entwickelt, stellen die Plattformen neben den 
Standardfunktionalitäten von HTML5 auch extra APIs für TV spezifische Features zur verfügung. Diese 
zuzätzlichen APIs unterscheiden zwischen TV-Plattformen und das ist ein Problem bei der Entwicklung von 
Anwendungen, die auf mehreren Plattformen laufen sollen. Diese These untersucht, ob es möglich ist, ein 
Framework zu entwerfen, dass dem Entwickler eine API bereitstellt, welche für mehrere Plattformen 
funktioniert, indem deren Plattform spezifischer Code verpackt wird. Die Antwort ist ja. Das Framework 
harmonisiert: Fernbedienungeingabe, Video, Volumen, Internet-Anschlussstatus, Fensehkanalstreams und 
elektronische Programmführer, zu einer gemeinsamen JavaScript-Bibliothek-API. Weiterhin verpackt ein 
build system den Code so, wie es die Plattform erwartet. Das Framework erleichtert die Entwicklung von 
HTML5-Applikationen für TV-Plattformen. Im Moment deckt das Framework: Pace-, PC- und Samsung 
Smart TV-Plattformen, aber es kann mit weiteren TV-Plattformen erweitert werden.

Italiano*

Quando si sviluppano delle applicazioni HTML5 per le piattaforme TV, quest'ustime offrono, oltre alla 
funzionalità comune di HTML5, anche APIs addizionali per funzionalità specifiche della TV. Queste APIs 
addizionali differiscono tra le varie piattaforme TV e questo è un problema quando si sviluppa 
un'applicazione che funzioni per ciascuna piattaforma. Il presente lavoro esamina la possibilità di progettare 
un framework che fornisca allo sviluppatore una sola API, la quale sia funzionante per molte piattaforme e 
sia idonea a nascondere il codice specifico di ciascuna di esse. La risposta è sì. Il framework fonde: 
l'immissione del telecomando, il video, il volume, lo stato della connessione Internet, i flussi dei canali TV e 
dei dati della guida elettronica dei programmi, all'interno di una API secondo il modello di una libreria 
JavaScript. Inoltre, il sistema di compilazione crea un pacchetto del codice nel modo in cui le piattaforme si 
aspettano. Il framework facilita lo sviluppo di applicazioni HTML5 per le piattaforme TV. Al momento, il 
framework sostiene le seguenti piatteforme: Pace, PC e Samsung Smart TV, ma può essere esteso anche ad 
altre.

* The sections with languages other than English and Swedish were not examined by the examiner of this thesis.
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Svenska
När man utvecklar HTML5-applikationer för TV-plattformar, finns utöver HTML5s standardfunktionalitet, 
även extra APIer för att komma åt TV-specifika funktioner. Dessa extra APIer skiljer sig åt mellan TV-
plattformar, och det är ett problem när man utvecklar en applikation för många plattformar. Detta 
examensarbete har undersökt om det är möjligt att designa ett ramverk som förser utvecklaren med ett API 
som fungerar för många plattformar genom att wrappa deras plattformsspecifika kod. Svaret är ja. Ramverket
harmoniserar: fjärrkontrollsindata, video, volym, internetförbindelse, TV-kanalströmmar och deras TV-
tablåer, till ett gemensamt JavaScript-bibliotek-API. Vidare paketerar ett byggsystem koden på de sätt som 
plattformarna förväntar sig. Ramverket underlättar utveckling av HTML5-applikationer för TV-plattformar. 
För tillfället stöder ramverket plattformarna: Pace, PC och Samsung Smart TV, men det kan breddas med fler
TV-plattformar.

Keywords
Smart TV, cross-browser, cross-platform, set-top box, JavaScript library, build system, framework, HTML5
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Glossary
DOM tree Stands for: Document Object Model tree.

A web page is a tree consisting of nodes 
representing HTML-tags and text. This tree can 
be manipulated by program code (JavaScript) 
which will change the contents of the DOM tree 
and thereby changing the visual appearance of the
web page.

EPG The Electronic Program Guide holds information 
about TV programs for example their titles, start 
time, duration, category, thumbnail and 
description.

HTML5 application Program written using HTML, CSS3 and 
JavaScript. You need a web browser to run it.

Portal The Portal is the main user interface program, 
used to zap, showing user interface menus, etc. It 
is the main “OS” HTML5 application in the 
meaning that it starts the other HTML5 
applications and sandboxes them.

Over-the-top content applications Over-the-top content (OTT) refers to the 
distribution of media and data over the Internet 
instead of the operator subnet. Examples of 
popular so-called over-the-top content 
applications now running on TV sets are: Spotify, 
Facebook, YouTube, and Netflix. They, and not 
the TV operators, are responsible for the control, 
viewing, copyrights, and redistribution of their 
contents.

RTFM Rickard's TV Framework Model, is the 
framework created in this thesis, which helps 
cross-TV-platform development of TV HTML5 
applications.

IPTV Internet Protocol TV, refers to when TV 
services are delivered using the Internet 
protocol suite instead of being delivered 
through traditional terrestial or satellite 
signal, and cable TV formats.
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Chapter 1  

INTRODUCTION
This thesis starts with an overview of typical problems faced when developing applications for 
multiple TV platforms. It is explained how the behaviour of a certain web browser programming 
language opens up for possibilities to solve some cross-platform problems. Subchapter 1.3 
introduces the idea of how a cross-platform framework could use a JavaScript library and a build
system to enable a developer to use one code base for many TV platforms. This thesis is about 
examining the possibilities of implementing such a framework. A more precise problem 
statement is defined in subchapter 1.4 which is followed by further definitions and narrowing 
down in subchapter 1.5. Subchapter 1.6 defines, for the rest of this thesis, a couple of helpful 
naming conventions. Subsequently follows subchapter 1.7 with background information of this 
thesis work and a presentation of the company which has sponsored this research. The 
introduction ends with an outline in subchapter 1.8 describing the chapters in the rest of the 
thesis. Enjoy your reading!

1.1 Overview

Modern TVs are either empowered by a set-top box standing next to it, or is in itself a smart TV. 
Due to this, a TV set can do more than just show video on a screen. Both set-top boxes and smart
TVs provide the user with the ability to interact with menus, to choose video content, read 
EPG1 data, surf the web, listen to music, play games, etc.

Traditionally, the software controlling the behaviour of a TV, was provided by a TV operator in 
the form of a set-top box. That however, is changing fast. The last years have seen an increase in 
services not tied to a specific platform or operator, which, instead of the operator broadcasting 
subnet, use the Internet for information interchange to enhance the user experience. Examples of 
popular so-called over-the-top content applications now running on TV sets are: Spotify, 
Facebook, YouTube, and Netflix. They, and not the TV operators, are themselves responsible for 
the control, viewing, copyrights, and redistribution of their contents.

Under the hood, many set-top boxes and smart TVs run a web browser, and the applications 
available on it are HTML5 applications. Even the portal2 itself could be an HTML5 application 
just sandboxing the other TV applications which either come pre-installed or are downloaded 
from a TV application store. To harness the full potential of a TV or set-top box, in addition to 
standard JavaScript methods, also platform-specific APIs are available for the portal, as well as 
for the applications. These APIs give the developer access to TV remote control input, advanced 
TV video capabilities, TV volume, TV channel video streams, EPG data, etc.

For developers of over-the-top content applications there is an ever growing list of platforms to 
support: smart TV platforms, set-top boxes, smart phones, tablets, PCs, game consoles, AppleTV,
Chromecast etc. It is desirable, to provide an application for all these technical platforms. 
Theoretically, HTML5 applications written for web browsers on for example PCs, phones, or 

1 Electronic Program Guide, see the Glossary table before chapter 1.
2 The Portal is the main user interface program, see the Glossary table before chapter 1.
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TVs should work on all web browser based TV environments. However, most of them do not. In 
practice, the specific APIs and the peculiarity of the set-top boxes and smart TVs requires 
platform specific solutions. Some portions of the code might have to be rewritten to for example 
handle input from a platform-specific remote control, or to utilize the full capacity of the 
hardware to show video. In addition, things do not always work as expected in an embedded TV 
web browser. Furthermore, before an application is run, a TV environment usually expects the 
application to be packaged in a certain way and to contain some meta-data[1] used by the portal.

The dynamic nature of JavaScript provides possibilities at run-time. As a lazy interpreted 
language, missing function definitions are not discovered until the function is called upon. 
Platform-specific code which on the wrong platform would yield an undefined method error can 
reside in the code as long as that line of code is not executed [2]. Additionally, new code can be 
dynamically loaded at runtime when needed. Using these advantages of JavaScript, there have 
been cross-platform applications written. For smaller projects it is doable to have one code base 
containing special cases for the platforms meant to be supported. However, it easily gets out of 
hand when the projects increase in terms of lines of code and amount of desired target platforms. 
The code gets more difficult to maintain, and the complexity increases dramatically for the 
specific packaging for numerous platforms.

1.2 Research Idea

It would be interesting to know to what extent a JavaScript library can wrap the TV platform-
specific code so that an application developer does not need to care about the platform-specific 
calls. It would also be interesting to have a build system which packages the code correctly for 
each TV platform. Together, the library and the build system would make up a framework to ease
TV HTML5 application development.

This thesis sets out to examine to what extent one code base can be used for many TV platforms 
and to identify what challenges there are when doing so. This is done by developing a framework
for creating cross-platform TV HTML5 applications, and to evaluate the framework by using it 
to port a program to use it instead of its original platform-specific calls.

1.3 Problem Statement

This thesis answers the following question:

 Is it possible to design a cross-platform framework for TV HTML5 application development, that 
allows a developer to use one code base for many TV platforms?
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1.4 Delimitations

To specify the scope of the work, some limitations were made. The framework was restrained to 
support the following platforms:

 Samsung smart TV models 2012 – 2014

 Pace set-top box

 PC (W3C standards-compliant browser supporting HTML5 video and audio tag [3])

The Samsung and Pace platforms were chosen because of their availability and for the purpose of
having one smart TV platform and one set-top box. The PC platform was chosen because it is 
often used for developing and testing concepts before they make it to a TV platform. There are 
also TV centric applications which first and foremost run on TVs but also have a PC version. 
One example is Museum Hemma [4] which was developed with TVs in mind but also works on 
PCs and iPads.

The JavaScript library should provide cross-platform solutions for important features for TV 
applications. The features the framework should provide are listed here:

 input

 showing video on demand and streaming video

 audio volume

 callback when online/offline on network

 TV channel video stream and access to its EPG data

There is no technical difference between a portal and an application. The difference is only their 
purpose. A portal is meant to provide basic TV functionalities like displaying TV channel video 
streams, switch TV channel, increase and decrease the audio volume, etc. An application could 
for example be a YouTube interface meant for only accessing YouTube videos but it still needs to
be able to display video, and change the audio volume. Therefore the framework could support 
both the development of cross-platform applications as well as portals.

1.5 Naming conventions

Throughout the the rest of the thesis, «application» means «application and portal» if not 
specified otherwise. The JavaScript library and the build system created will be referenced with 
either «the framework» or RTFM which stands for «Rickard's TV Framework Model». When 
talking about «PC», not only Windows machines are referred to, but all desktop computers.
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1.6 Background

This thesis was undertaken in cooperation with Systemagic AB[5] which is a Swedish consultant 
company niched in IPTV software solutions. Among other things, Systemagic develops 
TV HTML5 applications and portals for many different TV platforms, including: set-top boxes, 
smart TVs, tablets and PCs. They have experienced first hand the problems with one application 
targeting several platforms. The author of this thesis, a student of computer engineering, who 
goes by the name Rickard Eilert, was given the assignment to thoroughly examine the possibility
of a framework wrapping the platform differences. The outcome of his work is this thesis and the
RTFM framework. Systemagic provided the hardware of several TV platforms and a couple of 
HTML5 applications which the framework could be tested upon. In subchapter 2.3 there is a 
presentation of a Systemagic demo TV portal originally written for a set-top box. The portal was 
used in this thesis to test the RTFM framework.

1.7 Outline

Now that you have read in the introduction what this thesis is all about, you can choose what to 
read next. Chapter 2 acquaints the reader with some theory that could be good to know before 
reading the rest, but could be skimmed through by readers who are already knowledgeable about 
the subject. Chapter 3 goes into detail in the implementation of non-trivial parts of the RTFM 
framework. If you are interested in the nitty-gritty JavaScript parts of this work, then that chapter
will engage you as well as chapter 4 which presents the resulting RTFM API and a raw 
comparison of code using platform-specific calls, vs code using RTFM framework methods. 
Sections of both chapter 3 and 4 require knowledge of HTML5 application development on TV 
platforms, web development in general, and JavaScript in particular. Chapter 5 discusses the 
benefits and disadvantages of using RTFM in a real world project. It evaluates and puts the work 
of this thesis in a broader perspective. At the end, chapter 6 concludes with some final words, 
answering the problem statement question, and points to what could further be investigated on 
the topic.
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Chapter 2  

THEORY
This chapter explains some concepts important to the thesis. Subchapter 2.1 is a short 
introduction to the world of smart TVs and set-top boxes to make the reader more familiar with 
it. If you already know that, then, jump to subchapter 2.2 which illustrates three different 
approaches that can be used for cross-platform development. Thereafter follows an explanation 
of what a TV HTML5 application is in subchapter 2.3. This chapter ends with subchapter 2.4 
which discusses some selected works and research made by other people putting them in relation 
to this thesis.

2.1 Set-top boxes and smart TVs

A set-top box is a device which decodes data sent either from an operator's broadcasting subnet 
or over the Internet from an over-the-top content provider. It transforms video content to TV 
video signals which are sent to the TV. It usually comes with a remote control which can be used 
to access a slick user interface providing the user with the ability to zap, read the electronic 
program guide, and run applications such as a newspaper reader, web browser, Spotify, Netflix 
etc. Whilst set-top boxes have been on the market for decades, smart TVs are a relatively new 
concept. A smart TV is an Internet-enabled TV set that has a user interface with the ability to do 
the same things as a set-top box. There is no operator involved but instead it enhances the user 
experience with over-the-top content. However, many TV sets still have a set-top box from the 
operator connected to their smart TV to gain access to TV channels from an operator 
broadcasting subnet.

Figure 2.1.1: Smart TV running an app [6] Figure 2.1.2: Set-top box [7]
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2.2 Three solutions for a cross-platform TV application

When turning an idea into a TV HTML5 application there are different approaches that could be 
used to target several platforms. Three common approaches are illustrated below. Each approach 
has its strengths and its weaknesses described. The third one is the most interesting for this thesis
since it requires a cross-platform framework like for example RTFM.

When comparing the illustrations with each other, note that the blue boxes represent code bases 
and the arrows symbolise API method calls. Most calls are made to the web browser which has 
the same HTML5 API whatever platform it is run on. However, to access TV-specific features, 
the application must call platform-specific methods which is demonstrated with the arrows 
between the blue and yellow boxes. Technically, the web browser is extended by the 
platform-specific API and that is why the arrows are drawn under the salmon-dyed box. 
Furthermore, the Samsung smart TV platform requires the code to be packaged in a certain way 
with meta-files and that is what the top-left red circle demonstrates.

2.2.1 One code base per platform

Here a different code base is used for each platform. This works fairly well when the application 
for one platform is developed first and the others are ports made afterwards. An advantage is that
the native SDKs could be used. Furthermore, the platform-specific code and meta-files only 
clutter the code in respective code base. Therefore, more platforms do not increase code 
complexity. The big drawback is that when changes are made to the code, then all the different 
code bases must be tinkered with. When more platforms are added to the mix, it adds more 
porting work.

Figure 2.2.1: One code base per platform

HTML5 app
adapted for

Samsung Smart TV

HTML5 app
adapted for

Pace set-top box

HTML5 app
adapted for

PC

meta-files

Samsung
Smart TV
own API

Pace
set-top box

own API

Web browser
standardised API
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2.2.2 One code base with all platform-specific code

One code base could be used for all platforms where different paths of code are run depending on
run-time platform. It has the advantage to have only one code base to which changes are made. 
However, the code becomes more complex with code for all platforms integrated. When support 
for a new platform is added, it could be difficult to know where to make changes to the code. 
Furthermore, those platforms which require the application to be packaged in a certain way with 
some meta-files, must be taken into consideration with a build system. The more code and the 
more platforms, it quickly becomes unmanageable.

2.2.3 One code base with clear separation of platform-specific code

Here the application contain no platform-specific code. Instead it calls RTFM when it wants to 
do anything platform-specific, which in turn uses the platform-specific APIs. The RTFM build 
system handles the meta-files. In that way the developer of the HTML5 application can write one
code which with the help of RTFM runs on all platforms that RTFM supports. This thesis is 
about testing this approach of using a framework to separate the platform-specific code of a TV 
HTML5 application.

Figure 2.2.2: One code base with all platform-specific code

HTML5 app
with special cases
for all 3 platforms

meta-files

Samsung
Smart TV
own API

Pace
set-top box

own API

Web browser
standardised API

Figure 2.2.3: One code base with clear separation of platform-specific code
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own API
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Framework    
(RTFM)

meta-files
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2.3 A TV HTML5 application

The picture below depicts a TV HTML5 application which is a proof-of-concept demo TV 
portal. It was developed by Systemagic for the Pace platform. The Pace platform runs a web 
browser which in turn renders HTML tags styled by CSS. The JavaScript has access to a 
platform-specific Pace API which allows it to access various TV features including input from a 
TV remote control, EPG data and the TV channel streams coming from the TV operator. The 
application contains an HTML element which displays the live TV channel video stream. A 
zapper menu can be shown and navigated by input from the user with the TV remote control.

To evaluate the RTFM framework, this application was ported from using the platform-specific 
calls of Pace, to instead use the RTFM framework methods. This application was chosen because
it makes an excellent candidate to try out RTFM since it has been used as a TV Portal demo in 
the real world and because it contains platform-specific code for Pace using many TV specific 
features RTFM is to provide. That includes TV channel zapping functionality, presentation of 
EPG data, both video on demand as well as streaming video, and input from a TV remote 
control.

Figure 2.3.1: A TV portal which technically is a HTML5 application running in a web browser on a set-top box. It mostly 
uses standard HTML5 methods but can also through the Pace API access TV channel video streams, EPG data and react 
on user input from a TV remote control.
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2.4 Related Works

This subchapter introduces the reader to some application development scenarios where a cross-
TV-platform framework like RTFM would be suitable to have. Furthermore it demonstrates and 
compares libraries, build systems and frameworks accomplishing similar things as RTFM.

2.4.1 An application made for many TV platforms: Museum Hemma

All development teams that make applications that are shipped to several TV centric platforms 
are faced with many of the same problems as this thesis. One example is the development team 
at Systemagic which created the Museum Hemma application that runs on PC, iPad and 
Samsung Smart TV. To solve development against several platforms the team chose to integrate 
special cases in its code base for all platforms like the second approach described in 
subsection 2.2.2. That approach makes it complex to make changes in the code and to support 
more platforms in the future. Museum Hemma is a perfect example of when a framework like 
RTFM would have been good to have.

2.4.2 Another application deployed to many TV platforms

The author of [8] has made research about TV-centric applications in his thesis «Using WebGL to
create TV-centric user interfaces». In the thesis, a TV portal is rewritten to use WebGL and then 
speed tests are run on several platforms including two of the target platforms for this thesis, 
namely Samsung Smart TV and PC. During that project he confronted the problems of having to 
make one code run on several TV platforms. If a framework like RTFM had been available, it 
could have handled the deployment of the application to the different platforms.

2.4.3 Other HTML5 cross-platform frameworks

PhoneGap[9] and MoSync[10] are mobile development frameworks which enable programmers 
to build applications for different mobile platforms using HTML5 and/or C. Among the 
supported platforms for MoSync are Android, iOS, Windows Phone and Symbian[11]. The 
frameworks merge the platform-specific API calls into one API library. During the build phase a 
native application is created where also the HTML5 is run in a web browser which is integrated 
into the application. The JavaScript can access accelerometer, camera, files, network etc through 
a foreign function interface. The difference between these framework and RTFM is that the latter
is for TV while the former are for mobile applications and that the RTFM build system does not 
create any native code.

2.4.4 Other JavaScript libraries

A large part of the work of this thesis was to design a JavaScript library. Therefore it was 
interesting to look at how other JavaScript libraries work. They are not made for TV centric 
applications but the design patterns they use can be considered best practice in the field of 
JavaScript development and have influenced the JavaScript library of this thesis. According to 
[12], jQuery is the most popular JavaScript library today. It is a library designed to overcome the 
differences in functionality between the most popular web browsers [13]. Another JavaScript 
library which also can be a whole framework when using its build system is RequireJS [16]. In 
chapter 3 there are several comparisons of jQuery, RequireJS and RTFM design decisions.
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2.4.5 Other build systems

There are several customisable build systems that can be used for HTML5 applications 
including: Grunt, Bower, RequireJS optimizer, Gradle and Closure Compiler[14 – 18]. These 
were considered to contain too much bloat to be used for the small requirements of the RTFM 
build system. For example do Grunt, Bower and RequireJS require configuration files. These 
files would contain more text than the actual python code needed to write RTFM's own build 
system. However, should RTFM evolve, to use one of them should be reconsidered. Read more 
about the RTFM build system in subchapter 3.2 Designing the build system, and in subchapter 
4.1 The structure of an empty RTFM application.
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Chapter 3  

METHOD
In this chapter you can read about the implementation of the RTFM framework. It starts with the 
design of the JavaScript library in subchapter 3.1. It is divided into subsections where each 
presents a design decision taken during the process or goes into detail describing how a technical
problem was solved. Subchapter 3.2 describes the designing of the build system. Subchapter 3.3 
introduces a convenience script which creates an empty RTFM application. This chapter ends 
with applying RTFM on a demo TV portal in subchapter 3.4.

3.1 Designing the JavaScript Library

The point with the JavaScript library is to provide an API which the application developer can 
use instead of using platform-specific calls. The JavaScript library has one back-end module for 
each target platform and each module implements all functions in the API. The HTML5 
application should include the appropriate back-end module for each platform.

Subsection 3.1.1 explains the general approach and design decisions made around the RTFM 
JavaScript library API. After that the subsections 3.1.2 – 3.1.9 follow, describing detailed design 
decisions taken and how technical problems were solved.

3.1.1 Approach

With the help of the Samsung Smart TV SDK a sample application for that platform was created.
Using the online API reference of Samsung, the application was implemented to use input, video,
volume and to receive callbacks when the online/offline status of the network changed. Then an 
application for PC with the same functionality was written and the two applications compared. 
Wherever their codes differed it was replaced by a call to the library. Eventually all platform-
specific code was moved out of the application code base and into the library code base. The two
applications now looked the same except for the header section where they would load the 
appropriate module of the library made for their platform. Finally, a library back-end module for 
the Pace platform was written with the same API interface as the PC and Samsung module.

3.1.2 Lowest common denominator

When platforms did not support the same features, a philosophy of lowest common denominator 
was used. As an example: the Samsung platform does only support one video playing at a time, 
while the PC platform supports many videos at the same time playing. The RTFM library then 
forces also the PC platform to use only one video. The alternative had been to let the application 
developer query RTFM for the amount of videos simultaneously supported, and to provide 
methods to manipulate multiple videos.
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3.1.3 Determine JavaScript library module back-end

A decision was made to identify the platform at the beginning and then include the appropriate 
code for that platform. The beginning could be either when the build system is running, and then 
it hard codes what module should be loaded, or at run-time. If decided at run-time, a detect-
platform-module is hard coded (written in index-html). It loads the appropriate back-end module 
for the run-time platform. Read more about how the detect-platform-module works in the next 
subsection.

3.1.4 Detect platform module

The Detect platform module can be used instead of a specific back-end module. It detects what 
platform the program is running on by looking at the user agent string and includes the 
appropriate back-end module of the JavaScript library. To start fetching the module after 
everything else has loaded makes the start-up take a few extra milliseconds, but proved to be 
convenient during testing of the library before a build system was in place. This detect platform 
module was then used in the development version before the build system has created any builds.
Read more about exactly how code is loaded dynamically at run-time in the next subsection.

3.1.5 Dynamic loading of code

The dynamic loading of code is used by the detect platform module, after it has identified the 
platform, to load the code and CSS style associated with the run-time platform. It is also used 
when importing a TV channel API handler which you can read more about in subsection 3.1.10.

The way dynamic loading of additional code at run-time is implemented resembles the way 
RequireJS[21] does it. File dependencies are listed together with a callback function to invoke 
when the dependencies are loaded. Technically, if a file is not loaded it is added as a script tag to 
the head tag. A load event is triggered when the file is loaded. When all dependencies have 
loaded, the callback function is executed. Another popular library called Dojo instead uses Ajax 
to dynamically load code. This method was not used because the disadvantage of using the Ajax 
method is that it makes it more difficult to make cross-domain requests and that it requires using 
eval which interprets a string as JavaScript code and runs it. Eval is discouraged because some 
environments don't allow eval, the eval context is different across browsers, it is harder to debug 
and because it prevents static analysing of some JavaScript code [22].

The decision to not use the already finished RequireJS library was made because RTFM should 
be kept small. The developer should not be forced to import another library to be able to use 
RTFM. Furthermore, RequireJS does not support dynamic loading of CSS files because there are
issues knowing when a CSS file has been loaded since the load event does not fire in some web 
browsers [23]. This is solved in RTFM in the following way. RTFM sets the url of the CSS file as
src for an img tag. When the img tag fires an error event because it can not decode the image 
(since it is no image but a CSS file), RTFM know that the CSS file has been loaded.

3.1.6 Platform detection vs feature detection

As mentioned before, the RTFM library was designed to consist of one module for each 
platform, and to either at build-time or at run-time, determine which back-end module to include.
Most PC JavaScript libraries use another design pattern called feature detection. It uses one file 
for all platforms and feature detection means that before using a feature you know have different 
implementations on various platforms, you run a test to check the availability of a specific object,
method or property. The test shows which method to use. Feature detection works well when 
working with HTML5 standard APIs but when the APIs are completely different which the extra 
APIs on TV-platforms are it would just generate a lot of extra and less readable code. However, 
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the techniques are mixed when using the PC back-end. It is platform detection that choses the PC
back-end but inside the back-end code there is some feature detection needed because the PC 
platform is so diverse.

3.1.7 Limit namespace pollution

The RTFM library should work alongside any other code and libraries of the developer's choice. 
Therefore it is crucial not to clutter the namespace [19]. As a consequence, the whole library 
resides within a global object called «rtfm». All state of the art JavaScript libraries limit 
namespace pollution in the same way. For example, in jQuery, the global identifier that holds 
everything is called «jQuery» and it can also be accessed by its shortname «$».

3.1.8 Private members in JavaScript

The RTFM object exposes the library API for the developer. The internal methods and properties 
are made private by being local variables kept in closures. There are other techniques for having 
private members in JavaScript, but this one works best for a library since it actually prevents 
access from the outside [20].

Figure 3.1.1: Example of private members in JavaScript

3.1.9 Input handling

To harmonise the different sets of key codes a set of RTFM key code constants were defined. 
Whenever a key is pressed the key code is translated to an RTFM key code before issuing a 
callback to the user's key handling function. A key up exists both on a PC keyboard and a TV 
remote and maps to the same rtfm.KEY_UP. However, a TV remote has a Stop button but a PC 
keyboard does not. There were thoughts about mapping the PC keyboard key S to 
rtfm.KEY_STOP but these thoughts were discarded since it would not have been obvious what 
was mapped to what. P could be either rtfm.KEY_PAUSE or rtfm.KEY_PLAY for example. The 
user of the library will have to decide for himself how to map his keys. Another thought 
eventually discarded was to also fire a generic event called rtfm.NAVIGATION_UP when 
rtfm.KEY_UP fired. The generic up event would also be fired by a scroll wheel up event, and 
perhaps by a finger swipe on touch screens. That might be implemented at a later time though.

Figure 3.1.2: Key event handling with RTFM

function Sprite(x) {
    var subPixelX = x << 8;  //local variable saved in closure
    this.getX =  //public variable (here a function) assigned to instance object
        function() {
            return subPixelX >> 8;
        };
}
var sprite = Sprite(32);
console.log(sprite.subPixelX);  //undefined
console.log(sprite.getX());  //32

rtfm.registerKeyDownHandler(
    function(keyCode) {
        switch(keyCode) {
        case rtfm.KEY_STOP:
        case rtfm.KEY_S:
            //do stuff
            break;
    }
}
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3.1.10 TV Channel API

The most fundamental part of a TV portal is the part that does the traditional displaying of a TV 
channel video stream on the TV and shows the electronic program guide. It is essential to 
provide a unified TV channel API to make it possible for a developer to create cross-platform 
portals. Applications however, do not need this functionality and that is one reason why the TV 
channel API is not part of the RTFM back-end modules. Another reason is that the TV channel 
API is associated with an TV operator and not a TV platform. There are many possible setups for
how to access the TV video streams and the EPG data. A TV operator can have its dedicated 
set-top box which itself downloads the data and presents it to the developer through a JavaScript 
API. There are also solutions where TV channel video streams and EPG data can be accessed on 
an Internet server through a RESTful API. The latter technique means that some TV channel 
APIs theoretically can be accessed from any TV platform.

TV operators do not want to give away their TV content for free and therefore RTFM only 
provides a TV channel API which describes the interface of such an API but does not have any 
implemented back-ends. When a company such as Systemagic is commissioned by a TV 
operator to write a TV portal for a platform, a RTFM TV channel back-end for that TV operator 
and platform will be implemented and used for that particular project. During the work of this 
thesis three different back-ends for the TV channel API were implemented to test if the defined 
TV channel API interface was good. The first back-end was towards a TV operator with which 
Systemagic cooperates, the second was for a couple of free TV channels, and the last one was a 
mock TV channel API.

A technical thing to note is that the initialisation of a TV channel API can take time since it might
consist of many requests to a TV operator's Internet server involving authentication, requesting a 
token, requesting info about channels and for each channel request EPG data. When there is 
much EPG data to fetch and a slow network connection this can take several minutes. To not 
make the portal freeze, the initialisation was chosen to be made with a asynchronous call. The 
developer must wait to use the TV Channel API until a callback is issued signaling the 
initialisation has finished. Another way to solve this particular problem would have been to use 
deferred objects like jQuery does it or to not store the API methods on the RTFM object but 
rather, with the callback, return an object with methods being the TV channel API.

3.2 Designing the Build System

The build system creates, one slightly modified copy of the development code, for each platform 
supported by the framework. It was chosen to not use any conventional build system but to 
implement a small custom one as a Python script. The choice was taken to keep it lightweight, 
because the build code logic is small and this solution allows an application developer to easily 
integrate RTFM into his own favourite build system. Below follows a detailed and technical 
description of non-trivial parts of the build system implementation.
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3.2.1 IP address argument

The build system takes as argument an IP address because it is needed for the Samsung Smart 
TV build. The address is later used by the TV to download an xml file containing a uri describing
where to download the application. The xml file as well as the zipped application is served from 
a web server running on the computer of the developer. That web server is easily started by a 
python script which the build system puts in the build directory. The IP address is also used to 
dynamically load the source files at run-time by the Samsung Smart TV testing build.

3.2.2 Packaging for Samsung Smart TV

From examining the output of the Samsung Smart TV SDK it was discovered how to package an 
application for this platform. The package is a zip file with the source code. It also contains files 
named config.xml and widget.info with meta-data needed for the Smart TV to read the 
application. This meta-data must also be supplied to the build system so it can create those files. 
Furthermore, in the root of the local web server, a file named widgetlist.xml must point to where 
on the server the application can be downloaded. The Samsung Smart TV SDK is a customised 
version of Eclipse[24] and when building the zip-file it also includes some hidden Eclipse meta-
data files in it, which are not used*. These can however, safely be omitted. The PC and Pace 
platforms are easier to build in the sense that they do not need any extra meta-data files.

3.2.3 An additional build for testing on the Samsung Smart TV

The idea of the build system was to take the development directory as input and spit out one 
build directory tweaked for each platform. During the course of the work it was discovered that 
to reinstall the Samsung smart TV application on the TV it was necessary to:

 put the build on a local web server

 with a TV remote, navigate deep into the TV menus to start downloading from the server.

 Wait for it to slowly download and install

 navigate to the application and start it

This took around 2 minutes and during testing of the library and of applications it had to be done 
up to 50 times per day. This was a tedious process. The solution was to create an additional build 
back-end meant for testing on a Samsung Smart TV. This builds a minimal application which 
sole purpose is to load the development files from a local web server and run them. As the 
development directory was already on the local web server the files could be edited, saved and 
the TV just had to rerun the application for changes to take effect.

3.2.4 Minifying JavaScript

Since JavaScript is an interpreted language whose code is sent over a network connection a file 
with JavaScript code usually come in two flavours.

 The original source code file is the code with comments, whitespace and descriptive variable 
names.

 The minified file is a compressed version of the original file where comments and whitespace have 
been removed, variables names are short: a,b,c, etc. Can be applied to JavaScript and CSS.

* Probably unintentionally
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The development source files use the first type of file, also for RTFM. The minified files are 
created by the build system. These versions just show nonsense when stepped through in a 
debugger.

3.3 Script to create an RTFM application

To work correctly, the build script described above, requires the source and the RTFM files to be 
organised in a certain file structure. To make it more convenient for the developer to use the 
framework, a script to create an empty correctly structured application was written. The script 
takes a name of a new application as argument and creates an RTFM application with the files in 
a structure needed for development. See subchapter 4.1 for more information and an illustration 
of the file structure.

3.4 Porting the demo TV portal to RTFM

With the library and the build system operational, the whole framework was finished. It was time
to test it by porting the demo TV portal. After some work were all occurrences of Pace-specific 
code replaced with RTFM calls and the build system produced 4 different builds ready to be 
deployed to their platforms.

The few problems that were had with the porting, did not depend on RTFM. The GUI 
components were hard-coded to only look good for the case of 10 TV channels. That might have 
worked for a demo when there were exactly 10 TV channels coming from the mock back-end 
server but not when the TV channel data came from elsewhere with another amount. Also the 
interface was adapted for text strings of a certain length but such constraints were removed 
during the port.
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Chapter 4  

RESULT
This chapter presents the state of the RTFM framework at the final stages of this thesis. 
Subchapter 4.1 gives an overview of the file structure of an application and shows the content of 
index.html. Then follows subchapter 4.2 with an explanation of the library API which is what the
developer should use to access TV functionality. In subchapter 4.3, code of the original demo TV
portal is compared to the code of the RTFM-ported demo TV portal.

4.1 The structure of an empty RTFM application

This chapter explains how to make a new correctly structured RTFM skeleton application. For 
convenience, there is a Python script written to do this for the developer. Figure 4.1.1 visualises 
the file structure of an RTFM application. It has a build directory containing a directory for each 
platform. These are updated with the build script which was described in subchapter 3.2. The src 
directory contains the index.html and the RTFM files. The developer can add files, and edit the 
contents of the src directory. All files in the src directory are then used for the platform-specific 
builds but the RTFM directory is special because only the needed back-end files are included in 
respective build. Figure 4.1.2 shows the contents of index.html in an empty RTFM application.

Figure 4.1.1: File structure of a new RTFM project
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Figure 4.1.2: Contents of index.html in an empty RTFM project.

4.2 The RTFM API exposed to the developer

The RTFM API is a set of functions that a developer can use to access TV features such as TV 
channel video, TV remote control input and EPG data in a HTML5 application. When the 
developer uses the RTFM library instead of a platform-specific API, it allows for the application 
to work on all platforms that RTFM supports. That allows for one code base to be used for an 
application which has many target platforms. The API which is exposed to the developer is listed
below.

4.2.1 Methods on the RTFM object

Figure 4.2.1 and 4.2.2 documents the core RTFM API that an application developer is supposed 
to use instead of platform-specific code. All methods are part of the global RTFM object so to 
use the setMute function, one should write rtfm.setMute().

Figure 4.2.1: Part 1/2 of the RTFM API

<!DOCTYPE html> 
<html> 
<head> 

<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=utf-8"> 
<title>app name</title> 
<script async type="text/javascript" src="rtfm/rtfm.js"></script> 
<script async type="text/javascript" src="rtfm/rtfm_detect_platform.js"></script> 

</head> 
<body onload="rtfm.platformIndependentInit(provide_init_function_here);" 
onunload="rtfm.closeApplication();">
</body> 
</html>

/**

* This method outputs a message to the console.

* @param msg The string to output

*/

log(msg)

/**

* This method tells the TV to mute itself.

*/

setMute()

/**

* This method asks the TV if it is muted.

* @return A bool where true indicates muted, and false otherwise.

*/

getMute()

/**

* This method sets the volume of the TV.

* @param v Requested volume which should be a decimal number between 0 and 1.

*/

setVolume(v)

/**

* This method registers a callback function that should be called when the network connection changes.

* @param func The callback function takes 1 bool param, where true=now online, false=now offline.

*/

registerCallbackNetworkConnectionChange(func)
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Figure 4.2.2: Part 2/2 of the RTFM API

/**

* Since «element.innerHTML = contents» in the code could give memory leaks

* on some TV platforms, this method should be used instead.

* @param el The element

* @param contents The contents

*/

setInnerHTML(el, contents)

/**

* Use this method to register a callback function to be called when some

* kind of button was pressed on a TV remote control, TV panel or PC keyboard.

* @param func The callback function should take 1 key param. See below for

* possible values of the key param.

*/

registerKeyDownCallback(func)

/**

* These are examples of possible values of the key param sent with the

* callback function registered with the method: registerKeyDownCallback.

* For a complete list of values, check the source code.

*/

KEY_ENTER

KEY_LEFT

KEY_UP

KEY_0

KEY_1

/**

* Use this method to prepare the TV that a video file or video stream

* should be played soon. Different back-ends will behave differently,

* but probably it will start buffering the video into memory here so

* so it can start playing immediately when the playVideo function is called.

* Note that only one video can be loaded at the same time.

* @param sources An array presenting different formats of the same video,

* like this: [{type: 'video/mp4', src: 'some url'}, another source...]

* RTFM will choose the source it knows the TV platform can play and tell

* the TV platform to load it.

*/

loadVideo(sources)

/**

* This method plays the video which has previously been loaded.

*/

playVideo()

/**

* This method pauses the video which has previously been loaded.

*/

pauseVideo()

/**

* This method stops playing the video which has previously been loaded

*/

stopVideo()

/**

* This method defines where on the screen to show video.

* Ratio is ignored and the video is stretched.

* @param properties Has the following format:

* {top: '0px', left: '0px', width: '100px', height: '100px'}

*/

setVideoDisplayRect(properties)

/**

* This method defines that the video should be shown on the whole screen.

* Ratio is ignored and the video is stretched.

*/

setFullScreenVideo()
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4.2.2 Additional methods on the RTFM object after initialisation of a TV Channel API

The methods in figure 4.2.3 are part of the TV Channel API which is added to the RTFM object 
when a TV channel source is chosen.

Figure 4.2.3: Additional methods on the RTFM object after a channel API has been initialised.

/**
* This method tells the TV platform to load a video stream from a TV channel.
* @param channelNumber An integer identifying the TV channel.
*/
loadVideoFromChannel(channelNumber)

/**
* This method returns the number of TV channels available.
* @return An integer with the number of TV channels available.
*/
getNumberOfChannels()

/**
* This method returns the Channel object associated with the integer parameter.
* @param channelNumber An integer identifying the TV channel.
* @return A Channel object
*/
getChannel(channelNumber)

/**
* This method returns the current played channel number, or -1 when there is no
* channel playing.
* @return An integer which identifies the channel.
*/
getPlayingChannelNumber()
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4.2.3 Methods on a Channel object

These are the methods available on the TVChannel object.

Figure 4.2.4: Methods on a Channel object.

/**
* This method loads and starts playing the channel's video stream
*/
play()

/**
* This method returns the integer which identifies the channel
* @return An integer identifying the channel
*/
getNumber()

/**
* This method returns a URL to a channel logotype if there is any available
* @return A string which is the URL of an image resource, or an empty string
*/
getImage()

/**
* This method returns the name of the channel.
* @return The name of the channel as a string
*/
getTitle()

/**
* This method checks what time of the day it is and returns a TVProgram object
* of the currently streaming program on the channel.
* @return A TVProgram object
*/
getCurrentProgram()

/**
* This method returns the TVProgram object of the program which is before the
* parameter in time.
* @return A TVProgram object
*/
getPreviousProgram(TVProgram)

/**
* This method returns the TVProgram object of the program which is after the
* parameter in time.
* @return A TVProgram object
*/
getNextProgram(TVProgram)
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4.2.4 Methods on a TVProgram object

Here are the methods on a TVProgram object listed.

Figure 4.2.5: Methods on a TVProgram object

4.3 Comparison of the demo TV portal code pre and post 
porting

This subchapter demonstrates some interesting pieces of code in the demo TV portal. Code is 
first shown in its original state where methods specific for the Pace platform are used. Below 
each code snippet using Pace is the same part of the code but now using RTFM to access TV-
specific features.

4.3.1 Tune function

Let us take a look at the tune function in the demo TV portal. What is interesting to see here is 
that the original version, figure 4.3.1, has a test to see if Pace is undefined (in other words: if 
code is running on PC for testing). In figure 4.3.2, which is the RTFM version, the developer 

/**
* Returns the start date of the TV Program
* @return A date as a string in this format: 2014-12-14
*/
getStartDate()

/**
* Returns the end date of the TV Program
* @return A date as a string in this format: 2014-12-14
*/
getEndDate()

/**
* Returns the start time of the TV Program
* @return Time as a string in this format: 16:30
*/
getStartTime()

/**
* Returns the end time of the TV Program
* @return Time as a string in this format: 17:00
*/
getEndTime()

/**
* Returns the name of a TV program
* @return A name as a string
*/
getTitle()

/**
* Returns the description of a TV program
* @return A description as a string
*/
getDescription()
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does not have to bother to do that because the different platforms are already handled by RTFM 
since different back-ends defining the RTFM functions are used for different platforms. Would 
we extend the first code to also support Samsung Smart TV and perhaps more platforms, then the
code would increase linearly when the second tune function using RTFM would remain at a 
constant number of lines of code.

Figure 4.3.1: Original tune function

Figure 4.3.2: RTFM tune function

4.3.2 Initialisation code

This is an example of how the demo TV portal's initialisation code changed after the port to 
RTFM. Some initialisation calls seen in the original figure 4.3.3 are now run during the 
initialisation of RTFM and therefore not present in the ported figure 4.3.4. Another big difference
between the two implementations is that RTFM uses a callback telling that all channels have 
been initialised correctly, but the original code does not need that. This is because on some 
platforms the initialisation of the TV channels is asynchronous and due to the principle of the 
lowest common denominator all TV channel initialisations must be handled as asynchronous 
callbacks even though Pace can do it synchronously.

Figure 4.3.3: Original initialisation with Pace calls

Figure 4.3.4: Initialisation with RTFM

function tune() { 
    if(typeof(pace) == "undefined")  return;
    var dispNum = channels[selectedchannel].displaynumber);
    if(pace.SI.getCurrentChannelId() != pace.SI.getChannelIdForDisplayNum(dispNum)
        pace.TV.tuneChannel(pace.SI.getLcnForDisplayNum(dispNum)); 
}

function tune() {
    var dispNum = selectedchannel % rtfm.getNumberOfChannels();
    if(rtfm.getPlayingChannelNumber() == dispNum)  return;
    rtfm.loadVideoFromChannel(dispNum); 
    rtfm.playVideo(); 
}

var channels = pace.SI.getAllChannels(); 
pace.TV.stop(0);
pace.settings.setSetting(pace.settings.ECO_SETTING_MUTE, "FALSE");
pace.TV.setVisible(true, 0);
pace.TV.setVolume(1);
pace.TV.tuneChannel(pace.SI.getLcnForDisplayNum(channels[0].displayNum));
pace.TV.setFullScreen(); 

document.addEventListener('keydown', keyHandler, false); 

rtfm.initChannelsFromPace(function() {
    rtfm.setVolume(100);
    rtfm.loadVideoFromChannel(0);
    rtfm.playVideo();
    rtfm.setFullScreenVideo();

    rtfm.setKeyDownCallback(keyHandler);
    selectedchannel = rtfm.getNumberOfChannels();
});
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4.3.3 Input handling

TV platforms can use different key codes for the same button on a TV remote control. RTFM 
unifies the key codes so that the application developer does not have to care about the constants 
for different platforms. When comparing a piece of the input handling in the demo TV portal we 
first study the original figure 4.3.5. The VK_OK constant3 is defined and later the key code is 
tested against its value and against 13 which happens to be the «enter» key on a PC keyboard. If 
more platforms were to be supported, then more case-statements would be necessary. In figure 
4.3.6 we see that RTFM uses its own constant which RTFM sets to a different value depending 
on what is the current platform. The RTFM code is shorter, already, and will be significantly 
shorter when more platforms are added to the mix.

Figure 4.3.5: Original input handling

Figure 4.3.6: Input handling with RTFM

3 The JavaScript language currently does not have constants so with constant is meant a normal variable 
whose value never changes.

var VK_OK = 122; // keyCode for the «OK» button on a Pace TV remote control
... 
... 
switch (key) { 
case VK_OK:
case 13: // «ENTER» on PC keyboard
    Widgets.Navigation.setSelectedWidget(this); 
}

switch (key) { 
case rtfm.KEY_OK: // «Enter» on keyboards and «OK» on Pace and Samsung remote controls
    Widgets.Navigation.setSelectedWidget(this);
}
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Chapter 5  

DISCUSSION
This chapter provides reflections that the author had during the completion of RTFM and this 
thesis. It starts in subchapter 5.1 with discussing advantages and disadvantages of using RTFM. 
Subchapter 5.2 gives advice on when it could be useful to use RTFM in a project. This work is 
put into perspective in subchapter 5.3 where some technological and industrial trends are 
discussed. An evaluation of the limitations of the work of this thesis is given in subchapter 5.4.

5.1 Advantages and disadvantages of using RTFM

This subchapter lists advantages and disadvantages with the RTFM framework when using it 
during the development of an HTML5 application for TV platforms. For a fast summary look at 
the lists below. To get a more profound view on the subject, continue to read subsection 5.2.3 – 
5.2.7.

5.1.1 Advantages of using RTFM

Less lines of code in the application since some initialisation code can be hidden in 
RTFM

Platform-specific code implemented in RTFM backends can be reused in future projects

Developers must learn only the RTFM API instead of the specific API for each target 
platform.

Development and most debugging work can be done on PC.

5.1.2 Disadvantages of using RTFM

Small performance loss because of extra wrapping function overhead.

It is impossible to promise that all future platform-specific TV APIs can be integrated to 
match the API interface of RTFM.

When developing an application for only one TV platform, using RTFM could be an 
unnecessary abstraction layer.

The RTFM design principle of the least common denominator could restrict the use of 
features on platforms that actually support them well.
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5.1.3 RTFM method calls

An application using RTFM can be written with fewer lines of code because some platform-
specific initialisation code can be hidden in the library. That is good because it removes 
complexity for the application developer.

Calling an RTFM library function instead of running the platform-specific code directly 
introduces an extra function call overhead. However, the extra time this function call takes is 
unimportant since it makes no sense to call these library methods in a loop. Furthermore the 
additional time it takes is very small. A test made [25] in the ancient and slow web browser IE6 
running in a Virtual Machine showed that a function call overhead merely takes 2.78 
microseconds.

5.1.4 Save time by writing less code

The platform-specific code is written only once in RTFM. Thereafter that platform is forever 
supported and all previous and future applications using RTFM will also support that platform. 
Even if none of the platforms which a developer plans to support are implemented in RTFM, it 
makes sense to use it, because the structure of the API is well-thought-out and future applications
can easily reuse the new RTFM platforms supported.

5.1.5 Save Time by learning fewer APIs

If RTFM supports the platforms needed for a project then the developer has to learn only the 
RTFM API to code. In the case when RTFM is not used, the developer would have had to learn 
the API for each platform. Would an RTFM back-end be buggy, that platform-specific API must 
be learned to be able to eliminate the bug. However, using RTFM is still a win, since the other 
back-ends probably function correctly.

5.1.6 Implementing more back-end platforms

RTFM must be a continuous project which gets updated with every new relevant platform that 
comes out. The win is that the API of the new platform only has to be learned once and by one 
developer which then implements a back-end for also that platform into RTFM. The rest of the 
developers can continue business as usual with RTFM and their application now builds for the 
new platform as well.
There is however, a risk that the RTFM API corresponds so terribly wrong with the platform-
specific API that it prevents a back-end to be implemented for that platform. What has to be done
then is to either redefine the API of RTFM to better suit all platforms, or to accept that the back-
end for that platform is bad. There is also a risk that the lowest common denominator might be 
too low. In that case RTFM could be extended with functionality to ask if certain features are 
available and only use them if that is the case.

5.1.7 Debugging

RTFM speeds up debugging by providing the PC-back-end so that the debugging can start on a 
PC which has real debugging tools and a tradition for it. First when everything works as expected
on PC must the application also be tested on TV platforms to find any bugs there. This stands in 
stark contrast to for example the Samsung Smart TV SDK where debugging can be made on the 
TV or on a TV emulator which does not work exactly as the TV anyway.

RTFM solves far from everything. Testing must still be done on all target platforms to see that 
their performance and memory is enough and to detect bugs in RTFM. What RTFM does good is 
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that it helps the programmer with a common API for all platforms and to speed up the 
development process by providing a lot of nasty platform-specific code already written. 
Furthermore, the developer is free to make own additions to RTFM to fit a current project.

5.2 When to use RTFM

If you are a TV HTML5 application developer who wants to support many TV platforms, then 
using RTFM is a good choice. If you are lucky, there are already implemented back-ends for all 
platforms you wish to target with you application. If that is not the case, then you will have to 
implement the back-end modules following the Rickard's TV Framework Model.

For developing portals more of the RTFM API must be defined to prove useful. For example,  the
API must be extended with methods to control recording streams as well as reading from, and 
writing to storage devices connected to the TV.

The need to write your own back-ends, and to extend RTFM might sound like a daunting task 
and you might ask yourself why bother using RTFM at all? The answer is that the alternative is 
to write everything from scratch. RTFM is a model with as little bloat as possible which aids 
HTML5 TV cross-platform development. The point trying to be made here is that RTFM is not 
complete and never can be. It is a good foundation for multiple TV platform application projects 
but it is meant to be customised to the needs of a specific project by modifying RTFM. That is 
why it is called a «framework model».

Is an application only to be run on one platform then RTFM could still be a good choice if the 
developer is familiar with its API already.

5.3 The broader perspective

This thesis is part of a bigger whole where set-top boxes and Smart TVs get more powerful with 
increased support for HTML5. In 2013 the article in Forbes anticipated the market evolution:

“...after years of fragmentation, we at NextMarket Insights believe the market will start to 

coalesce around fewer software platforms. At the heart of this transition is a technology 

called HTML5, which is the next-generation web language that is a part of many mobile app 

and content developers roadmaps today. Most smart TV OEMs have started to integrate 

newer web presentation engines that use HTML5, which should means more apps and smart 

TV guides will be written with HTML5 in mind.” [sic 25]

The programming language of HTML5 is JavaScript. With more and more platforms using 
HTML5, a JavaScript library like RTFM has clearly a void to fill.

Another trend seen today is over-the-top content; Users expect popular services like Facebook, 
YouTube, Spotify, et cetera to also be available on TV sets. A correlated tendency seen is that 
TVs get more and more content over the Internet instead of through the operators' broadcasting 
subnets. It is an interesting development which adds the TV set to the Internet of Things[27].
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5.4 Evaluation of the delimitations of this thesis

This subchapter contains thoughts had during the work of this thesis. It is not about RTFM per se
but meta thoughts about the topic and its limitations.

5.4.1 Separation of core RTFM application methods and its TV Channel API

From a portal's point of view, some important features are still not implemented in RTFM. Video 
recording, parental lock, DVD handling, DRM, subtitles, etc. The further the thesis went the 
clearer it became that there was not enough time to look at everything and that the portal-specific
features which now reside in the TV Channel module should have been looked into in a separate 
thesis.

5.4.2 Samsung Smart TV API and Tizen

The choice to have the Samsung Smart TV as a target platform proved to be a defining decision 
of this thesis. Most quirks and problems encountered during the implementation of RTFM was 
because of The Samsung Smart TV API which is incomplete and sometimes incorrect. The 
documentation of the API has probably not been prioritised because now Samsung is moving 
away from it with the introduction of a new operating system called Tizen[28] which provides 
another API. One of the strengths with RTFM is that it is designed for easily adding back-ends 
for more target platforms. The fact that Samsung changes its Smart TV API to a Tizen API, 
means that even the same manufacturer can ship products with different APIs. Thinking about 
how often people buy new TVs, one can surely state that the TVs shipped the last few years with 
the Smart TV API will be around for 10+ years to come. Therefore over-the-top content 
providers must support the Smart TV API that long. This demonstrates how important it is to 
have RTFM, having the purpose and strength to make it easier to support application 
development for many TV platforms.
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Chapter 6  

CONCLUSION
It is in this thesis proved that it is possible to write a framework that allows one HTML5 code 
base to be used for many TV platforms and it demonstrates one way to design such a framework. 
The platform-specific calls of: input, video, volume, Internet connection and TV channel access 
can be fully harmonised under a common API for the Pace, PC and Samsung Smart TV 
platforms.  In subchapter 6.2 the reader can see what can be looked into next to improve RTFM 
and cross TV platform development.

6.1 Consequences

This thesis shows that it is possible to use a framework to ease the development of a TV HTML5
application for many platforms. Rickard's TV framework model can from one HTML5 code 
base, build versions that can run on multiple platforms. RTFM is lightweight and customisable 
which makes it easy for developers to integrate it into their own workflow. RTFM can for 
developers significantly speed up development by reducing code complexity and help code 
reuse.

6.2 Future improvements

If the time frame of this thesis had been longer, a bunch of topics would have been further 
investigated. Other researchers are encouraged to carry the torch of enlightenment further by 
looking into the subjects below.

6.2.1 Build System

The build system would probably be slow for large projects since it always rebuilds everything. 
In the future it could be rewritten to only rebuild what has changed. Furthermore a daemon 
process could be run in the background, automatically starting the building, when the source 
code has changed.

6.2.2 Media adaptation

Images and videos are important elements in TV applications. Each platform supports different 
video formats, they have different screen resolutions and therefore desire different dimensions of 
videos and images. It would be useful if the build system adapted the media for the different 
back-ends. Adapting would include scaling, cropping, converting formats etc. This is however a 
complicated matter since the script must understand how the media is to be used. For now the 
developer using RTFM gets no help with this except when playing video where the developer 
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can provide a list of videos and RTFM chooses the video that it thinks is best supported on the 
platform. This is done during run-time so when packaging the application, all videos have to be 
included or available on a server.

6.2.3 Back-ends to implement subsequently

New Samsung TVs will ship with a new operating system called Tizen and that platform requires
a new back-end. Smart phones and tablet platforms were out of scope for this thesis, even though
these platforms for over-the-top content providers could be very interesting as well.

6.2.4 Smart TV Alliance

The Smart TV Alliance [29] is a handful of TV platform manufacturers working together 
providing an SDK for HTML5 development to their platforms. It sounds promising to look into 
and maybe merge with RTFM.  At least could an RTFM back-end be written for their platform 
APIs.

6.2.5 File system

RTFM currently lacks API methods and back-end implementations for accessing the file system. 
To define an API for reading and writing files must be considered a priority.

6.2.6 Integration

How an application is integrated on a set-top box or Smart TV is interesting. For example:

 Is the application started from a list of other applications that the portal provides?

 Does it need an thumbnail icon and in that case how is it provided?

 What different privilege groups or sandboxing of applications are there and what can they do 
differently?

 Can an application be started by being chosen as source on a Smart TV?

 Can an application be run not in fullscreen, that is, can it cover just a part of the screen with the 
portal shown under it?
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